negative attitudes towards sex).
By stressing the dialectic, we may discover for ourselves
a way of thinking and a way of action that is at one and
the same time authentically Jewish and perceptively
modern.

Aren't the righteous always a minority?
Harold M. Schulweis
I do not know for sure whether Eliezer Berkovits had me
in mind in his article o n ' 'Rewriting the History of the
Holocaust'' (Sh 'ma 10 /198), but I suspect so. I did join
him and Prof. Fackenheim in a symposium on ' 'Faith
after the Holocaust'' and I am the founding chairman
> of the Institute for Righteous Acts, a documentation
center dedicated to understanding the altruistic
personality — particularly those gentiles who risked
their lives and jeopardized the lives of their families to
hide and protect Jews during the Nazi era.
Prof. Berkovits is apparently uncomfortable with
"feverish drive to ferret out as many righteous gentiles
as humanly possible." Regrettably, he adds gratuitous
t ; insult to these moral heroes by stating that every
German or Austrian he has met claims to have hid Jews
j in his cellar. It is unfair to besmirch by innuendo the
motivation and deeds of those gentile rescuers whose
activities have been authenticated by institutions such
as Yad Vashem and by the rescued victims of Nazi
crimes.
The heroic gentiles I have come to know and many
I others known to me through others are quite frequently
I doubly alienated. They have themselves endured the
I terror of being hunted by the Nazis, and additionally
j suffered the contempt of their countrymen who see no
| merit in their' 'Jew-loving.'' Are we to add to their
undeserved humiliation? Are Jews to forget them as
well? Is this the reward of the righteous gentile?
i Do we measure righteousness by numbers?
Berkovits is concerned with their numbers. The gentile
heroes were so few and the Nazi perpetrators so many. I
will not enter the claims by such Jewish scholars as the
late, lamented Philip Friedman of the YIVO who
maintained that a million Jews survived in the crucible
i of the Nazi hell because of help from non-Jews (Their
»brothers' Keepers). Let us say that there were but a few
thousands who acted in this exemplary manner. We
know how rare moral courage is. But who measures
righteousness by numbers? Surely not Jews, whose
ancestors held that for the sake of 36 the world is
sustained; not the Jewish Bible which taught that for
the sake of ten righteous people Sodom and Gomorrah
: would be saved; not the Midrash which declared that
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because of two righteous women — Ruth and Naomi —
the nations of Moab and Amnon were spared; not the
Rabbis who taught that he who saves one life is
considered as one who has saved an entire world.
Is it just that we submerge the memory of man's
nobility in order to preserve the memory of his
degeneracy? In unearthing the crimes of villainy,
should we bury the acts of decency? Where is the Simon
Wiesenthal of the righteous, the hunter for gentile
heroes?
Is it wise or just that we and our children know the
names of Eichmann and Himmler but not the names of
those magnificent families who hid the family of Anne
Frank? Do we inadvertently endow immortality to the
Nazi oppressors and curse with anonymity the rescuers?
Decency when under duress • cause for faith
For our moral well being and for that of our children,
for the sake of Jews and non-Jews, we Jews are
mandated to raise to high honor the thousands of
gentiles — Catholics, Protestants, agnostics, atheists —
who lived Godliness — ''elohuth " — in their lives.
How do you, hiding Jews, buy provisions to feed extra
mouths without arousing the suspicion of the neighbors
or the Nazi pursuers? How do you keep ajewish child
from getting sick, from crying — when every cry means
discovery and death? Ask Herman Graebe of Germany,
and Alex Roslan of Poland and Jeanne Daman of
Belgium. Berkovits is distressed over my honorable
mention of Bulgarian behavior towards the Jews, and
wonders why his relatives in Slovakia met their tragic
fate. The opposition to the government's anti-semitic
policy by the Holy Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox
Church and the Metropolitan Stephan, the heroic role
of Dimitri Peshev, vice president of the Sobranie
parliament must be appreciated and celebrated. The
lives of 50,000 Bulgarian Jews were saved and more Jews
were living in Bulgaria after Wodd War II than before
(cf. The Bulgarian Jews and the Final Solution, by
Frederick B. Chary, University of Pittsburgh, Press,
1972). The decency of men under extreme crises is not
irrelevant to the recovery of faith after the holocaust.
The holocaust is far from forgotten by recognition and
praise of such moral models. On the contrary, those
who see and listen to the record of such altruism
understand that there is no heroism without villainy.
There can be no Kurt Gerstein without the Nazi S.S.
men. But they will be taught deep lessons from the
record of such confrontations. They will learn (a) that
there is an alternative to passive complicity with the
enemy; (b) that there is meaning to our belief that the
human being was created in "the image of God"; (c)

Jewish practice for the layperson. Due to tW
well-organized text it can be read cover to cover or use*
as a ready reference. The strengths and weaknesses o»
this compendium are rooted in Rabbi Trepp's desire tti
present the entire range of Jewish practice. Thus th»i
uninitiated would find 3 possible answers to th«
question, "Can there be a women's minyan ?''
Jewish books rarely include terms in Hebrew letters aa
well as in transliteration, and this book is sadly n«
exception. The author, aware that the tradition is sexifr
(not, as he writes, paternalistic) heeds women/
concerns, although he omits Hebrew names including
both parents (ben/bat Avraham v'Sarah). Creative
suggestions, such as the custom of Holegrasch, as
naming ceremony conducted by children, are worthy o4f
consideration.
Many thanks to Rabbi Trepp for this useful guides
May his wish be fulfilled that it "help Jews become:
celebrants of Judaism."
(Marjorie Yudkin)]

that there exist moral heroes of flesh and blood to be
emulated; (d) that the world must not be hopelessly
divided between "them" and "us."
We need faith after the holocaust. We need the
empirical evidence of heroes to lift us out of the
paralysis of despair. We need models. "Ye are My
witnesses.'' Who but the Jewish survivors can witness
that God was not hanged in Auschwitz?
Because of space limitations the following book reviews
did not appear in our last issue.
A CRISIS OF IDENTITY: ISRAEL AND ZIONISM.
Dan V. Segre. Oxford. $14.95.
S egre analyzes the problems of the state of
Israel by comparing the Israeli experience with that of
developing Third World countries. Like nations of the
Third World, Israel faces the critical challenge of
accommodating both tradition and modernity in the
forging of a new state and national culture. Segre's
model proves to be useful and enlightening. The
comparison provides us with a framework for
understanding many of the conflicts in Israel today such
as the tension between a seeming infatuation with
Western ways and the fear of dependence on the West.
On occasion Segre's comparisons are forced and his
attempts to fit Israel to the Third World model result in
distortions; at times such language as "Jewish
self-colonization" contributes to confusion rather
than clarity. But as a whole, Segre's work offers us a
fresh approach to questions about Israel's development
as a nation to date, and the challenges she faces in the
future. The merit of this book lies both in the
importance of the questions raised and the manner in
which they are treated.
'
(Ruth H. Sohn)

THE SURVIVOR. Jack Eisner. Morrow. $11.95;
This Holocaust memoir largely focuses on then
Warsaw ghetto but goes beyond it.
TIME TABLE. Amos Elon. Doubleday. $10.95.
The Israelijournalist, and writer on Zionism,,
fictionalizes Joel Brand's effort to save Hungariam
Jewry.
SOBIBOR. Miriam Novitch. Schocken. $4.95.
These inmates rebelled and thirty of them tell thei
story of their martyrdom and revolt.
MAKING TAX-DEDUCTIBLE GIFTS at year's end?'
Please remember Sh'ma.
NINA BETH CARDIN is involved with the Jewish
Women's Resource Center in New York.
IRA S. YOUDOVIN directs the work of the Association i
of Reform Zionists of America.
DAN DORFMAN, a former Assistant to the Editor of
Sh'ma, works with college students through Hillel at
California State University at Northridge.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF JEWISH OBSERVANCE.
Leo Trepp. Behrman/Summit. $14.95.
his book is one of the most
comprehensive
introductions
to
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